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 Introduction
Your Anchorage Tank & Welding, Inc. oil
water separator is an enhanced gravity
passive system for the removal of oil and
solids from waste water.  Oil droplets,
being lighter (lower specific gravity) than
water, tend to rise and separate from the
waste water. In a similar manner, the
higher specific gravity (heavier) solid par-
ticles fall to the bottom of the separator.

To enhance this separation, the Anchor-
age Tank & Welding, Inc. separator utilizes
the Facet International MPak®  system.  The
MPak® is an assembly of special patented
coalescing plates (U.S. Patent No.

4,897,206) to remove droplets much more ef-
ficiently than simple gravity separators.
Please note that this system is designed for
the removal of free oil from water. It will not,
however, remove dissolved hydrocarbons or
break emulsifications.

The coalescing plates are made of calcium
carbonate-fillet polypropylene, stacked and
bound together with sturdy rods and supports
into modular plate packs known as MPaks®.
MPaks®  are available in either 1/4" or 1/2”
nominal plate spacing, although 1/2" spacing
is preferred in underground separtators..
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Internal Configuration

Sample
Configuration

As the oil/water mixture passes horizontally
through the plates, the oil droplets rise to
meet the bottom of the plate above them,
where they are collected. From this point the
oil droplets merge to form larger droplets what
will rise through the holes located at the
peaks. The oil droplets will continue to rise to
the top of the separator to form an oil layer
which can be removed periodically from the
separator by means of a vacuum truck or por-
table skimming device.  Frequency of oil re-
moval from the separator will depend upon
the amount of oil entering the unit.

Most of the solids drop to the bottom of the
pre-separation chamber.  Some additional
solids enter the plate packs and are sepa-
rated there.  Solid particles that are captured
by the plate packs fall to the bottom of the
plate area through holes in the valleys of the
plates. Space has been provided under the
plate packs for these solids.
The processed water flows out of the coa-
lescing chamber, under the oil dam, and
through the outlet pipe into the plumbing (sani-
tary or storm drain) system.

The Anchorage Tank & Welding, Inc. LLS Se-
ries oil water separator is for underground in-
stallation in the floor slab of a building, either a
single or double wall configuration.

The LLS Series separator is a sti-P3®  tank. The
unit carries the sti-P3®  corrosion control sys-
tem, the sti-P3®  label, and a 30 year limited war-
ranty.  Liquid level sensors and an electrical ac-
cess manhole are also provided.

A cross sectional flow schematic and basic
shop drawings of your separator are included
with this manual. These drawings reveal the in-
ternal configuration that includes an inlet pipe,
pre-separation chamber, MPak® coalescing
plates, oil dam and exit pipe.

The oil/water mixture enters the separator
through an inlet pipe than turns up toward the
top of the tank so that the incoming fluid mo-
mentum can be dissipated. Oil already separated
in this upward moving liquid will rise directly to
the top of the tank, and the remainder of the mix-
ture will flow into the coalescing plates.
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a) Normal fire prevention measures and
safety precautions must be exercised in ar-
eas where free hydrocarbon products exist.

b) Care shall be taken in keeping the area
cleansed as oil/water mixtures can produce slick
areas and hazardous footing for personnel.

Safety

System Installation
Flow into the separator should not exceed
the recommended flow rate for your particu-
lar application. The maximum allowable flow
rate may be found on the Plate Pack Analy-
sis provided with this manual. The tank must
be vented to the atmosphere. The flow
through the separator is normally gravity flow.

The separator tank should be level to within
1/16" per foot.

It is recommended that the water effluent
pipe (in addition to the inlet pipe) be gravity
flow. The outlet pipe must be arranged so as
to be free flowing.  If the outlet pipe is too
small or has a high pressure drop, water will
back up into the separator, causing prob-
lems.  External piping should be supported
separately with back fill, not supported from
the separator.

To install the separator, follow these steps:

1) Since your system is an underground model,
    refer to the STI-P3®  installation instructions
     included herein. Note: To minimize mainte-

nance intervals it is recommended that a grit
      trap be installed upstream of the separator.

2) Connect the oil/water inlet piping to the
    separator inlet connection.

3) Connect vent plumbing.

4) Connect the water outlet piping to the water
outlet connection.

5) Install wiring and control panel for level sen-
    sors and tank leak sensor. Detailed instruc
    tions are included in this manual.

6) Place grade ring manholes or optional cus
tom manhole. The skirts of these manholes

    (or any other metallic objects) must not come
in contact with the tank, as the Steel Tank

    Institute warranty will be void.
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System Operation

Initial Start-Up

The following procedure shall be followed after
the installation of the separator or after the sepa-
rator has been drained or pumped out, and is
ready to be restarted. This procedure assumes
that the separator is delivered with plate packs
installed.  If the plates are to be field installed,
follow the procedure provided in the Maintenance
section below.

1) Ensure there are no obstructions in the inlet
     or water outlet pipes.

2) Remove covers to reveal tank interior.

3) Fill the tank with clean water (to avoid
   contaminating the separator outlet area
    with oil) until it flows through the outlet pipe.

4) After 15 minutes of run time, take a sample
   of the effluent for testing, if required.

5) The liquid level in the separator will drop
an inch or two when the flow is reduced
or shut off. This is due to normal back
pressure in the unit.

Normal Operation.

During normal operation the separated oil will rise to the surface and displace the water.  Even-
tually, the oil level will be thick enough that it will reach the designated level sensor which will
send a signal to the control panel indicating that it is time to pump out the contained oil. A
second level switch, located lower in the tank, will send another signal that means the separa-
tor has reached a very high level of oil holding capacity and needs to be pumped out soon.
Ignoring this signal could result in oil being released from the tank.

Maintenance
Note: When hosing your facility floor and
equipment, use only recommended
degreasers such as AMEROID OWS Quick
Separating Degreaser. Commercial soaps and
detergents will cause unbreakable emulsifica-
tions in the separator, causing the separator
to cease functioning.

1) After the initial 1000 hours of operation, the
separator tank should be inspected and
cleaned out if necessary as follows:

a) Remove covers.
b) Remove water from the tank. Plate

It is recommended that the separator be
closely monitored during the first several

weeks of operation.

6) Replace covers
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packs may be cleaned in place with the Magic
Wand (See Section 5.5).  However, if it is
determined that the plate packs must be re-
moved, then proceed.

c) Locate the pull-out cords on the coa-
lescing plate pack(s), and with a fork-lift (or
other equipment) lift straight up and out of
the unit.

Note: The quantity of sludge found in the tank
should be used as a basis for determining the
next interval before cleaning. If sludge is imping-
ing on the plate pack(s), then the maintenance
schedule should be shortened, otherwise, it can
be lengthened.

2) Should it become necessary to clean the plate
pack(s), lift the plate pack assembly as detailed
in Maintenance 1),c), however, do not remove
the assembly from the tank.  Lift the assembly
to a point where the plate pack(s) are acces-
sible to clean.

The Facet MPak®  plates are designed to be
cleaned in place using a special cleaning wand
(Facet part number 60517464) and city water
pressure. The wand has a connection just like
an ordinary garden hose and is equipped with a
small conical strainer in the connection so that
solids in the inlet water will not clog the cleaning
holes. (See drawing number 6051764) The plate
pack(s) can also be cleaned using a 1½" fire
hose at 10-15 PSI or a standard garden hose at
normal house pressure (30-35 PSI).  In a similar
manner, steam can also be used to flush the
plate pack(s).

Re-installation of Plate Packs
      Note:

DO NOT disassemble the plate pack
      assembly.

The coalescing plates do not need to
be cleaned until they are white. A thin
coating of oil does not deteriorate the per-
formance.

Caution should be taken that the
cleaning process does not result in a pol-
lution problem.

Replace plates in reverse order of removal,
please note the following:

a) The plate pack(s) are designed to fit
snuggly within its housing.

b) Install plate pack assemblies one at a time.

c) Be sure that the plate pack assembly is
    resting on its seat.

d) Check to see that no possibility of fluid
     by-passing can occur around the plates
     and sidewalls of the tank, as well as be
    tween plate pack assemblies, since this
     could deteriorate the efficiency of the
     separator.

e) Replace the retaining angles, if applicable.

f) Restart the separator as outlined in sec
    tion Initial Start-Up.

d) Hose down the tank interior and sweep
or vacuum all sediment out of the inlet and
coalescing chambers.

e) Examine tank interior for damage to
internal coating.  Contact Anchorage Tank &
Welding, Inc. for touch-up paint.

f) Replace plate pack(s) in the reverse
order of removal, item c.

g) To restart, follow the steps in Initial
Start-Up.
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Cleaning the Plate Packs

Facet International MPak™ oil water separator
plate packs are self-cleaning, but even self-clean-
ing packs can become clogged with solids un-
der adverse conditions.  For this reason, they
are designed so that they can be cleaned in place
to remove accumulations of solid particles.

Plate type separators that are provided in large
modules must be lifted out of the separator by a
crane when contaminated with dirt.  This is in-
convenient and expensive, and it is possible to
damage the packs during removal or reinstalla-
tion.

Facet MPak™ plates are designed to be cleaned
in place using a special cleaning wand (Facet
part number 6051764) and city water pressure.
The wand has a connection just like an ordinary
garden hose and is equipped with a small conial
strainer in the connection so that solids in the
Facet MPak®  plates may either be cleaned in
place or removed and cleaned.  To clean the
packs, first stop the flow to the unit, remove the
oil, and drain the water.

For cleaning in place, connect a pressure water
hose (at least 60 psig) to the special cleaning
wand. Provide a vacuum truck or other means
of disposing the sludge and dirt in the tank.  Turn
on the water to provide a spray from the wand
andinsert the tip of the wand slowly into each
hole of the plate pack, starting at the upstream

CAUTION:  The spray wand produces a vigorous spray. Operators should

wear waterproof clothing and goggles or face mask.

end.  As the water flushes the dirt out of the
plate packs, it should be removed by the
vacuum hose or directed to an oily water
sewer if one is available.

For cleaning outside the tank, remove plate
packs and other internals. Flush with hose
and cleaning wand to an oily water drain.
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Troubleshooting

TROUBLE POSSIBLE CAUSE
DIAGNOSTIC
TECHNIQUE

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

PROCESSED
WATER HAS OIL IN

IT

FLOW TOO GREAT
FOR APPLICATION

CHECK FLOW
SLOW THE FLOW

RATE

LEAKAGE AROUND
OIL DAM

REMOVE COVER
AND INSPECT

SLOW THE FLOW
RATE

PLATES BLOCKED
REMOVE PLATES

AND INSPECT
CLEAN AND

REASSEMBLE

TANK IS
OVERFLOWING

OUTPUT LINE
RESTRICTED

CHECK FLOW
REMOVE

RESTRICTION
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Panel Installation Instructions
Stahl Intrinsically Safe Controls

Before Installing Panel

1. Read all instructions before proceeding with the installation. Improper installation may void warranties.

2. Inspect your order for completeness and inspect each component for shipping damage. If something is
missing or damaged, you will need to contact Anchorage Tank to obtain replacements.

3. Check to be sure the instructions and items supplied comply with state and local regulations.

4. A qualified electrician must be employed to install and service the panel and ancillary wiring. The
equipment must be installed in compliance with the National Electric Code, state and local codes. Intrin-
sically safe wiring and explosion proof fittings must be installed according to NEC sections 500-516. The
control panel uses Stahl intrinsically safe sensors. Please refer to the Stahl Installation guide for notes on
installing the circuits.

Placement of the Control Panel

5. Install the electrical control or alarm panel within view of the tank. The panel should be attached to a
post, or to a wall. Panels that contain motor contractors should not be mounted on an exterior wall unless
the mounting method includes sound deadening. Very hot or cold temperatures can cause variations in the
performance of the electrical components. Locate the panel at a convenient height (usually about 5 feet
above the ground) and where it is accessible for maintenance. Note: Panel must be situated in a nonhaz-
ardous area, where there is no chance that an explosive atmosphere will exist at any time.

Making the Connections

6. Install the electrical junction box for the liquid level and tank leak senors wiring just outside the separa-
tor, under the access manhole provided.

7. The level sensors should be shipped already installed in your separator. Run the remaining wires to the
junction box. Adequate lengths of wire should be left within the junction box to allow for easy removal for
future disconnecting and re-splicing.

8. Run the wires from the control panel to the junction box. The wires can be brought through a conduit, or
direct buried using suitable direct-burial wire. The conduit that enters the junction box must be sealed with
a conduit seal. A conduit seal should be used even if the wires are direct-buried, to prevent infiltration of
water into the junction box. The number of wires depends on the control panel, and the number of level
sensors used. This can be determined by consulting the wiring diagram.

Note: these wires will be connected to an intrinsically safe circuit. Under no circumstances should intrinsi-
cally safe wiring be run in the same conduit of mixed in the junction box unless they are separated by a
distance of 2 inches and secured.

9. All splices made in the junction box should be done using waterproof wire nuts or butt connectors and
heat shrink tubing. The splices must be waterproof.  Splices that are not waterproof may cause a malfunc-
tion of the controls if water should leak into the junction box.
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Panel Installation Instructions continued

Connect the Control Panel

10. Connect the wires coming from the level sensors to the intrinsically safe terminals in the control panel.
Please refer to the Tank Monitor III wiring diagram found in this manual, as well as inside the front cover of
the control panel for the correct terminal locations.

11. Connect the incoming power to the panel. Power to the panel must be appropriate to the control panel.
Insure that the panel is properly grounded, and that the fuse or breaker and wire size for the mail power
panel are sized correctly. Note: the voltage for the controls in the panel is always 120VAC.

12. Use 60 degree CU conductors only. Torque the terminal blocks to 7.1 LB-IN. Torque the circuit breaker
and ground lugs to 45 LB-IN.

13. When power is applied to the control panel, the wires to the level sensors may be energized. Do not
service the level sensors in the oil water separator without disconnecting the power at the circuit breaker(s)
and the fuse. The oil water separator is a hazardous area and may contain explosive gases. Take appropri-
ate precautions before working in the oil water separator.

14. Once the control panel and pump are installed and wired, the system should be tested.

15. If you have any questions, please contact Orenco Systems, Inc.
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Electrical Grade Access Cover
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